
 

 

 

 
 

Dual Air Waybill Procedure 
 

Coyne Airways is able to accept cargo at almost any airport worldwide and thanks to our extensive 

interline partnerships we can move it to final destination on a through Coyne (575) AWB. This key 

advantage significantly cuts transit time at our hubs, eliminates transfer charges and gives the 

customer a single point of contact through Coyne Airways for tracking the entire progress of their 

shipment from origin to destination. 

 

However, in certain circumstances, customers may prefer to make their own arrangements to 

bring their cargo to our DXB hub on the AWB of another carrier and transfer to a Coyne 575 AWB 

for the final leg from DXB to final destination. Billing for the Coyne sector will be done in the usual 

way, and there will also be additional fees for handling and re-documentation. Please check with 

us for the exact charges that will apply. 

 

If you wish to use a dual AWB, please forward originals of the documents listed below with the 

shipment, and email copies in advance to gulf@coyneair.com: 

 

1. AWBs to DXB and to final destination; 

2. Commercial Invoice; 

3. Packing List; and 

4. Certificate of Origin, unless the country of origin is stated on the invoice. 

 

Please note the special instructions below with regard to the completion of each AWB. 

 

Other carrier AWB from origin to DXB 

 

Please complete the AWB in the usual way, except: 

 

1. Please consign the AWB from origin to DXB to Coyne Airways’ designated agent to be advised 

at time of booking. 

 

2. Please include the following statement on the Handling Instructions: 

 

“TRANSSHIPMENT VIA DUBAI TO [APPLICABLE FINAL DESTINATION] BY COYNE 

AIRWAYS” 

 

Coyne AWB from DXB to final destination 

 

For the Coyne AWB from DXB to the final destination, please complete the AWB in the same way 

as for a through AWB, but show DXB as the origin. 


